Regarding Calls for My "Arrest" and My Turn to Ask Questions

By Anna Von Reitz

I am not even Catholic. And even if I were, I obviously wouldn't know a thing about any "Satanic Ritual Abuse of Children" or any other such hyped-up morbid nonsense. Despite years of these ugly rumors circulating first about Jews and then about Catholics and then about Muslims, too, there isn't a shred of any credible evidence of any such things taking place. It's all always just rumors and gossipy fear-mongering by people with nothing better to do than let their imaginations run wild.

If there ARE any Satanic Rituals going on, you may all rest assured that they are being carried out by Satanists and NOT by any people who are actually Jews, Catholics, or Muslims, either.

Every time I see anything from Cindy Kay, I turn the knob. Early on, I tried to teach her about law and it was like talking to a beagle. If she's your guiding light your darkness will remain very great indeed.

I myself left my Facebook page open for a solid day and asked any victims who had first hand knowledge of any such activities to come forward. You know what I got? Nothing. Not a single claim from anyone who had ever witnessed anything or been abused. Zip. Nada. So far as I have ever been able to determine, all this talk of "Satanic Ritual Abuse" is sensationalist garbage being churned out by mindless, irresponsible muckrakers who have no evidence, no first-hand knowledge, and no business spreading all this crap.

Everyone on this planet has to raise their minds and heart up to a point of being able to turn their "Shinola Sensor" on and know the difference between truth and fan fiction.

Why don't you arrest the people who are causing you the problems? David Rockefeller, for example, whose family has been undermining America since the 1890's? Or Hank Paulsen? Former head of the mis-named "Treasury Department" who allowed such egregious trading and "relaxation" of enforcement policy that the SEC has been run like a gambling casino for two decades? Or Bill Clinton, who sold off half your country to private investors under false pretenses?
Why don't you all wake to #$@$@#$ up?

Why don't you focus on the real problems?

People, except with rare exceptions, as noted--- are not the problem. The real problems are more enduring than the lives of single people. These problems have names that are well-known and yet nobody "arrests" them----- poverty, war, ignorance, sickness, hunger.

Americans would rather chase their own tails and worry about their neighbor's new hair color and nurture morbid bad dreams about "Satanic Rituals" than deal with reality and the results of their own bad choices and apathy? Is that the truth about the vaunted American People? If so, why am I defending your property rights and enforcing the international treaties you are owed? Are you worth the time and sacrifice? Or should I just sit on my porch and let the world burn?

All day long every day, I get asked questions, questions, questions. And I faithfully plug away and either try to answer directly or find the information for people myself or refer them to those who can help them. Today, I am going to turn the tables and ask you the burning question I have on my mind-----and I want everyone to give it some thought:

How do we make war unprofitable? Or, to phrase it a different way--- how do we make peace far more profitable than war?

Here is what appears to be from my long examination of history---that we have war because war is profitable and for no other real reason. As long as war is profitable, it will be in our midst---- so if we want to get rid of it, we have to make it unprofitable.

We have to do this at the same time that we find profitable ways to re-tool the industries that have been committed to war-making---- so that people don't lose their homes and jobs and economies.

So there you have one of the Big and Worth Questions to stew about----- feel free to send your ideas to me as emails flagged "War and Peace" or via snail mail at:  Anna Maria Riezinger, c/o Box 520994, Big Lake, Alaska 99652.

As for any confusion about my given name, it's "Anna Maria Wilhelmina Hanna Sophia Riezinger-von Reitzenstein von Lettow-Vorbeck". The bureaucrats shorten it to "Anna Maria Riezinger" because they don't have space for such a moniker on their forms. I confused things further by adopting the pen name "Anna von Reitz" back in the 1980's--- which as anyone can see, is a variation and shortening of names I inherited anyway. So, I will grant you all that my name is a mouthful and inconvenient, too, but it is what it is, and like all the rest of you I had no choice in the matter. For whatever reason, God looked down and decided that "Jane Smith" wouldn't do.

As for arresting me, anyone who wants to try can find me with no big problem, but I caution you all that false arrest is a crime and I will prosecute anyone who does it. Better have more in your hand than specious "questions" about things I know nothing about. Last time I looked, neither Catholics nor Lutherans condone baby killing for any reason, including any rituals related to false and evil gods.
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